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PROGRAM

Clown-Dali Villarreal

PART I:  A Midsummer Night's Dream, Act I, scene ii.
Rustic craftsmen prepare a play.

Quince-David Grammer  Bottom-Donald Britton
Francis Flute-Nancy Short  Robin Starveling-Carl Smith
Tom Snout-Robert Jackson  Snug-Ernie Sharpe, Jr.

As You Like It, Act IV, scene ii.
To test her beloved Orlando's devotion and to tutor him in the ways of love, Rosalind masquerades as Ganymede, an adolescent boy who professes to be wise in such matters. Duped by her disguise, Orlando agrees to meet Ganymede in the forest so that he may better learn how to woo his precious Rosalind. They agree to behave as if Ganymede were actually Rosalind in order that Orlando may study the art of courtship through practice.

Rosalind-Nancy Henderson  Orlando-Carl Smith
Celia-Nancy Short

The Taming of the Shrew, Act II, scene i.
Kate is tamed by Petruchio.

Petruchio-David Grammer  Kate-Gail Palermo

Henry IV, Part I, Act II, scene iii.
The headstrong rebel Hotspur departs for battle.

Hotspur-Robert Jackson  Kate-Elizabeth Atkinson

Richard III, Act I, scene ii.
Richard of Gloucester woos the Lady Anne over the corpse of Henry VI.

Anne-Gail Palermo  Richard-Ernie Sharpe, Jr.

INTERMISSION:  Ballads sung by Carl Smith: "Wild Mountain Thyme," "Greensleeves," and "The Unquiet Grave."

PART II:  WHAT A PIECE OF WORK IS IN

A dramatic study of Hamlet the king, knight-hero, the lover, the melancholy man, and the clown, reflected in characters and scenes from Shakespeare's earlier plays.
**********

Lighting and Costumes by Jackie Byars
Music by Carl Smith
Stage Construction by Newton Peschel
Publicity by Nancy Short and Nancy Henderson
Printing by Pastor and Mrs. Ronald Haseley
Bethlehem Lutheran Church
Bradley Ayres, errand and prop boy, critic

**********
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